Abstract Integration of flexible data-analysis tools with cheminformatics methods is a prerequisite for successful identification and validation of ''hits'' in high-throughput screening (HTS) campaigns. We have designed, developed, and implemented a suite of robust yet flexible cheminformatics tools to support HTS activities at the Broad Institute, three of which are described herein. The ''hit-calling'' tool allows a researcher to set a hit threshold that can be varied during downstream analysis. The results from the hit-calling exercise are reported to a database for record keeping and further data analysis. The ''cherry-picking'' tool enables creation of an optimized list of hits for confirmatory and follow-up assays from an HTS hit list. This tool allows filtering by computed chemical property and by substructure. In addition, similarity searches can be performed on hits of interest and sets of related compounds can be selected. The third tool, an ''S/SAR viewer,'' has been designed specifically for the Broad Institute's diversity-oriented synthesis (DOS) collection. The compounds in this collection are rich in chiral centers and the full complement of all possible stereoisomers of a given compound are present in the collection. The S/SAR viewer allows rapid identification of both structure/activity relationships and stereo-structure/activity relationships present in HTS data from the DOS collection. Together, these tools enable the prioritization and analysis of hits from diverse compound collections, and enable informed decisions for follow-up biology and chemistry efforts.
Introduction
High-throughput screening (HTS) of small molecules against biological targets or whole cells is a well-established process in drug discovery [1] . Improvements in technologies for miniaturization and automation have enabled the routine testing of hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of compounds. Cheminformatics tools that allow the capture, query, and analysis of vast amounts of data from primary HTS and secondary assays have enabled comparison of the performance of multiple compounds in a single assay or the performance of a single compound in multiple assays [2] . Since HTS has largely remained an industrial activity, pharmaceutical companies have successfully developed informatics frameworks to capture and query huge amounts of disparate types of data. Some examples of these informatics platforms include the ABCD model used by Johnson & Johnson and the OSIRIS system developed by Actelion [3, 4] . However, most of these tools are custom-developed in pharmaceutical companies and are not available for broader use in the open scientific community.
Since many academic and non-profit research institutions now routinely run HTS and many secondary assays, there exists a need within each of these academic centers for robust and user-friendly cheminformatics tools to store and analyze the vast volume of data from assays. We encountered similar needs in the Chemical Biology Platform at the Broad Institute, a non-profit organization. There are commercial tools that can be used, but customization is required before integration with internal databases can occur. Hence, we decided to build several cheminformatics workflows, configuring tools that will better meet our needs for supporting our probe-and lead-development projects.
The Chemical Biology Platform at the Broad Institute hosts a comprehensive screening and chemistry center in the National Institute of Health (NIH) Molecular Libraries Probe Production Center Network (MLPCN). The MLPCN offers academic researchers access to the large-scale screening capacity and medicinal chemistry necessary to develop new chemical probes [5] . The small molecules used in MLPCN screens are very similar to ones typically used by pharmaceutical companies-rich in heterocycles and dominated by sp 2 centers [6] [7] [8] . In addition to this collection, the Broad Institute has invested in the design and synthesis of a large collection of complex small molecules through diversity-oriented synthesis (DOS). The DOS collection is rich in natural product inspired, complex scaffolds that are enriched in sp 3 content and chiral centers [7, 8] . Currently over 100,000 DOS compounds have been synthesized and are part of the Broad Institute's screening collection [9] [10] [11] .
Here, we outline the development and application of three specific cheminformatics tools-a hit-calling/cherrypick workflow that helps identify and prioritize hits emerging from HTS (two tools) and a process to quickly identify stereochemical dependencies in HTS data from the DOS collection (one tool). Several examples are provided to demonstrate the utility of these applications.
We typically run HTS with [350,000 compounds, at a single concentration (7-10 lM) in duplicate. The raw data are acquired from a range of detection instruments (plate reader, automated microscope, etc.) and processed for analysis with Genedata Screener assay analyzer module [12] (Fig. 1 ). All data are normalized (minimally to DMSO neutral controls [2] ideally to both neutral and positive controls), and basic quality-control (QC) evaluation is performed. The results from this evaluation, termed a ''QC session'', are directly reported to a results database. We then use the ''hit-calling'' tool to identify hits from HTS based on the QC sessions in the results database. Since many HTS campaigns have hit rates of 0.5-1 %, it is not uncommon to have 1,500-3,500 compounds to consider as possible hits. This list of compounds needs to be reduced to a more manageable number for retesting with a concentration-response curve to confirm activity and gain insight into potency. We use the ''cherry-picking'' tool to prioritize HTS hits for follow-up studies. When DOS compounds are identified as hits in HTS, we use the ''S/SAR viewer'' to identify stereochemical dependencies in the HTS data, in addition to the standard workflow, to prioritize compounds for subsequent studies.
Development of a hit-calling and cherry-pick listcreation workflow Systematic analysis of the corrected HTS data is necessary to maximize the successful identification of suitable compounds for follow-up studies. In the absence of cheminformatics tools, data analysis from an HTS screen is an ad hoc process and may be biased by scientists' pre-conceived notions about compounds or data, including biases that may not reflect their actual preferences [13] [14] [15] . Moreover, the use of cheminformatics tools allows the capture and documentation of the decision-making process at each stage, facilitating subsequent reanalysis of the data if desired.
Hit-calling
A hit list is a subset of the compounds screened in an assay that are predicted to be of interest based on the activity results from a primary screen [16] [17] [18] . This list provides the basis for a cherry-pick list, which is submitted to the compound management group for re-plating of hits for testing in a dose-response format and subsequent follow-up assays. If feasible, untested or inactive related analogs are included in the selection to explore preliminary structure/ activity relationship (SAR) trends. We have developed a series of custom visualizations in TIBCO Spotfire [19] that Fig. 1 An overview of activities following HTS highlighting corresponding tools walk researchers through the hit-calling and cherry-picking processes. The Spotfire software is used along with Pipeline Pilot [20] and the ChemAxon JChem Cartridge for Oracle [21] to streamline data analysis and create a record of the decision-making process.
The first step in the hit-selection process is qualitycontrol assessment of the HTS data (Fig. 2) . Using Spotfire, a scatter plot is displayed showing activity within each well of an assay plate. If the primary screen was performed in duplicate, as is customary at the Broad Institute, then both data sets are displayed simultaneously. The user can identify and remove any outlying data points which seem erroneous or invalid (e.g., due to technical artifacts) and that were not detected during the first QC session performed in Genedata. These points can be selected individually, or a threshold can be entered to select all points beyond a certain value. The user can then mask the selected points, so that when the average activity for each tested compound is calculated, invalid data points will not be considered. The user is also presented with the option to override the hit-call result for compounds that have any masked replicates, forcing a final hit-call outcome of 'inactive' or 'inconclusive' regardless of the reported activity. Generally, an inconclusive classification indicates that the accuracy or the reproducibility of measured bioactivity may be questionable.
The next page aggregates all of the non-masked data points to present a scatter plot of activity on a per-sample basis. This is typically done by calculating the mean across replicates of a compound, though the user may choose to Fig. 2 Hit calling in the Spotfire workflow. The screen is divided into sections a-d. a Drop-down menus permit the user to display various statistical measurements (e.g., mean or median activity) as solid lines in the scatter plot (b). Deviation thresholds selected by the user will be displayed as dotted lines in the scatter plot. Threshold testing allows for quick selection of wells meeting the input criterion to facilitate decision making on large subsets of data. b Data points representing individual wells are color-coded by well contents for easier analysis. The solid lines represent the testing threshold, statistical measurement, and associated deviations input by the user. The solid green line is the activity threshold. The remaining solid lines are the statistical median for the various data subsets: red: median test compound activity; orange: median neutral control compound activity; blue: median inhibitor control compound activity. The colored dotted lines show the median absolute deviation for the corresponding median values. c Individual wells or groups of wells can be masked, discarding these points from further analysis. The user can also override the experimental result and impose a decision (e.g., active, inactive, or inconclusive) on compounds that have a replicate in a masked well. d Tabulated summaries of well contents are listed for all unmasked wells and selected wells view the most-or least-active replicate instead. Data points are color coded to correspond with hit-calling outcomes: active, inactive, or inconclusive. The user is presented with a menu that requires specification of two thresholds: the minimum activity required to be considered active, and the percent of replicates that must pass the activity threshold. A compound that passes only one of these requirements may be marked as active, inconclusive, or inactive at the user's discretion. A table reports the number of compounds receiving each of the three possible outcomes. The user is able to update the two thresholds dynamically in order to fine-tune the number of compounds that will advance to the cherry-pick workflow as active hits.
After the hit-calling session is completed, the hit list can be submitted to a database. We created a tool using the Spotfire application programming interface (API) that permits the application to write data directly to our database. In addition to recording the activity outcome for every sample in the session, we capture each of the decisions made by the user: whether activity values are based on the least or most active replicate, the replicate mean, or the activity and percent-of-active-replicates thresholds.
Cherry-pick list creation
The preliminary list of active compounds must be further limited to a collection of 1,000-1,200 compounds that will then be subjected to re-test in the primary assay using an 8-point dose-response format. The cherry-pick workflow has been configured in Spotfire to permit analysis of active compounds by structure and calculated physicochemical properties. In addition to removing substances possessing reactive functional groups or undesirable c-logP (calculated log-ratio of the octanol:water partition coefficient) values, this workflow also presents the opportunity to eliminate scaffolds deemed intractable from a synthetic chemistry perspective. Optimal structures have functional groups (referred to as ''synthetic handles'') that can be chemically substituted or rapidly modified to expedite further diversification. Structures lacking such groups, together with structures that cannot be prepared expeditiously, are candidates for elimination, as both groups of compounds will make downstream SAR studies more lengthy and challenging. Similar to the hit-calling workflow, every decision is recorded in the database for future reference. If no compounds successfully retest in doseresponse format, it is possible to review the original cherrypick decisions. With all individual decisions recorded, a new cherry-pick list can be produced that would select a new set of compounds with minimal redundancy. Additionally, compounds previously removed for surmountable liabilities can be given a second opportunity for re-testing.
The cherry-picking workflow comprises multiple sections during which the user is allowed to evaluate the entire primary data set for undesirable functional groups or physical properties, perform Tanimoto similarity searches on fingerprints [22] of promising compounds, and re-examine bioactivity if necessary. Cherry-picking is not a linear process, and the interface is designed to permit the user to move between sections as needed. Decisions performed in one section are captured and reflected throughout the remaining sections. When a hit list is imported into the workflow, the user initially encounters a bioactivity scatter plot similar to what was seen in the hit-calling workflow. By default, compounds declared ''active'' by the hit-calling session will be selected as cherry picks. Conversely, ''inactive'' and ''inconclusive'' substances will be excluded, and these decisions are recorded and displayed in scatter-plot fashion within Spotfire.
The shape and color of the individual data points readily inform the user whether a specific compound was considered ''active'', ''inactive'', or ''inconclusive'' and also show whether that compound was selected or discarded from the cherry-pick list. On the bioactivity page, it is possible to raise or lower the stringency of the assay result cutoff so as to adjust the number of compounds available for cherrypick selection. Accordingly, decisions performed on this page will automatically specify that these compounds were accepted or rejected on the basis of their bioactivity.
There is also an option to ''force pick'' specific compounds for addition to the cherry-pick list. This feature can be used, for example, to include inactive analogs in a cherry-pick list to explore preliminary SAR trends. Any compound that has been force-picked will be included in the final cherry-pick list regardless of any liabilities that may be identified on subsequent pages of the workflow.
The second page of the workflow ( Fig. 3 ) presents tabulated results of 52 substructure filters designed to eliminate undesirable functional groups [23] [24] [25] . Depending on the screening target, it may be desirable to develop either covalent or non-covalent modulators. Therefore, these substructure filters were implemented to identify chemically reactive moieties such as aziridines, epoxides, and Michael acceptors, so that the user can quickly eliminate these compounds if a non-covalent modulator is sought. In addition to possible alkylating agents, scaffolds posing possible metabolic liabilities, including furans and nitrated compounds, are identified. The number of compounds corresponding to each filter is conveniently displayed in a table that can be used to gauge tentative SAR trends. The information presented in this table reflects the subset of compounds currently being analyzed, meaning the user can limit their structural analysis to only ''actives'' or even members of an individual cluster. Highlighting any specific filter will display the substance ID and full structures of all compounds bearing that particular functionality (Fig. 3 , section E). With this information a user can look at all active compounds containing ''nitro'' groups and decide whether to discard the entire class or elect to save select nitrated substances for further analysis.
Physical properties of the screened compounds [26] [27] [28] can be analyzed on a different workflow page (Fig. 4) . Here, one can investigate possible relationships between bioactivity and molecular weight or c-logP. With data presented in a scatter plot, the user can search for activity dependency on a number of physicochemical properties, including hydrogen-bond donors or acceptors or rotatable bond counts. Given the popularity and efficacy of Lipinski's Rule of 5 [28] , as well as ongoing controversy about their specific application [29] [30] [31] , this section of the workflow conveniently allows the user to apply or relax these guidelines as appropriate.
There is another page of the workflow designed to accommodate the identification and addition of structural analogs. The Broad Institute has access to distinct compound collections for its various screening projects [7, 8] ;
for the dozens of MLPCN projects that the Broad undertakes annually, the NIH collection is screened in the primary assays. However, in order to leverage the Broad Institute's proprietary compounds, we included a ''Manual Additions'' page to the cherry-picking workflow that uses Spotfire's inherent database query function in conjunction with the ChemAxon JChem cartridge to enable users to search the entire Broad collection for additional analogs. During this process of ''back-filling'', an initial Tanimoto similarity search of the primary data is performed to identify both inactive and active analogs. Inactive derivatives are given special consideration, and several are deliberately selected to serve as negative controls for scaffold validation. The search parameters can then be expanded to query the Broad Institute's in-house collection, including the various DOS libraries. Occasionally, there are substances prepared in-house that resemble compounds from the NIH collection, and the search engine provides an avenue to include these Broad compounds for testing. This process facilitates the rapid identification of valid scaffolds and preliminary SAR trends to guide follow-up medicinal chemistry efforts. In addition to crosscollection searching, the user can manually add compounds by ID number. Such manual additions must be explicitly justified, and the reasons provided by the user are recorded for future reference. These four workflow pages comprise the primary tools used at the Broad Institute for cherry picking compounds to re-test at different concentrations in screening assays. As mentioned above, this process is a non-linear one and researchers can use each section as they deem appropriate. For larger hit lists, one may want to start with the application of physical property filters to reduce the number of compounds to a more manageable number. Conversely, overly stringent assay cutoffs may lead to a small hit list. In this instance, lowering the bioactivity criterion could increase the number of compounds for consideration.
To provide an example of the cherry-picking process, we examined an MLPCN project conducted recently at our facilities [32] . For this screen, 299,653 compounds from the MLMSR collection were evaluated in a protein-binding fluorescence polarization assay, and substances exhibiting greater than 15 % inhibition at 7.5 lM were classified as ''active''. Based on this threshold, there were 2,736 actives, 31 inconclusives, and 293,886 inactives. Using our customized Spotfire cherry-picking workflow, this initial hit list of *2,700 compounds was pared down to 1,058 substances for subsequent re-test in dose-response format (Fig. 5) . Fig. 4 Physical properties can be readily analyzed and correlated to bioactivity. The screen is divided into sections a-e: a Convenient drop-down lists allow the user to change the horizontal and vertical axes to display bioactivity or any of 7 different physical properties. In this example, c-logP is plotted against exact mass. b Data points are displayed in multiple colors and unique shapes, quickly summarizing cherry-pick decisions made across multiple pages. Here, activitybased decisions (pick or force pick) are displayed. Green squares represent compounds with acceptable bioactivity and physical properties. Red crosses are compounds with acceptable bioactivity but that fail one or more physical property filters. Blue stars are compounds that were force-picked on the bioactivity page with acceptable physical properties. Green pluses are force-picked compounds that do not meet the c-logP criterion. c A summary of the decisions made (pick/discard) from this page is listed here. d Tool tips displaying bioactivity, hit-calling and cherry-pick decisions, selected physical properties and structure can be opened by placing the cursor over individual data points. e Detailed compound information is displayed in a table for highlighted data points
The process began with the evaluation of the 31 inconclusive compounds. This subset of compounds displayed only modest levels of target inhibition (13-29 % at 7.5 lM) and included eight electron-rich furans, two Michael acceptors, and five a-thio amides. Collectively, these substances were not particularly noteworthy, and the entire subset was discarded from the cherry-pick list.
The 2,736 actives were then analyzed by their physical properties. These compounds were generally compliant to Lipinski's guidelines, and there did not appear to be strong correlations between bioactivity and molecular weight, c-logP, hydrogen bond donors, or any other parameter. Consequently, a conservative approach was adopted and only compounds with molecular weights between 150 and 500, while possessing c-logP between 0 and 5, were retained; 237 compounds were removed at this stage, leaving 2,499 actives.
According to the tabulated substructure filter data, 30 of 52 undesirable functionalities were present among the remaining 2,499 actives. The least prevalent features, such as hydroxylamines and pyridinium salts, were immediately discarded without further consideration. Given the number of cherry-pick candidates available, it was considered more efficient to apply structural filters more rigidly. However, the more highly represented functional groups were carefully examined to determine if there were any prominent scaffolds present that would be worth investigating. For example, the thiourea moiety was identified in 51 active compounds. While the bioactivity of these thioureas ranged from 30 to 100 % inhibition, examination of this small collection revealed there was one particular scaffold that appeared repeatedly. The prevalence of this structure among the active compounds suggested this may be a genuine scaffold of interest, and five members of this family were selected for re-testing in order to validate the potential of this scaffold. A similar evaluation of the larger families of compounds was then conducted, and a total of 699 compounds were eliminated for violating one or more of the 30 substructure filters.
To further reduce the number of compounds for retest, the activity threshold was raised so that only compounds demonstrating [45 % inhibition at 7.5 lM were retained. Increasing the stringency of the activity criterion from the original 30 % inhibition cut-off removed another 885 compounds to produce a cherry-pick list containing 915 unique compounds. The 50 most active compounds of the remaining 915 actives were then individually evaluated for synthetic tractability. A number of these candidates were determined to be suboptimal starting points for future SAR investigations, and 18 compounds were subsequently eliminated as being synthetically intractable. The remaining 32 of the 50 were used to back-fill the final list. With the assistance of the Tanimoto search function, a number of analogs were identified for each of the 32 compounds, and these were added to the cherry-pick list. Several of these analogs were already declared inactive in the primary assay, but were ''force picked'' as negative controls. Lessactive derivatives were also selected in order to enable preliminary SAR analysis. Querying the Broad internal collection revealed that 5 of the 32 hits possessed closely related analogs in our in-house library. These related compounds were also added to the cherry-pick list to provide additional SAR data. Completion of the back-fill increased the final cherry pick list to 1,058 compounds. The entire *300,000 compound data set and selection criteria were exported to our database for archiving and the finalized cherry-pick list was distributed to compound suppliers at the NIH repository and Broad Institute's compound management group for fulfillment.
Development of a unique tool to visualize stereochemical structure-activity relationships: S/SAR viewer
The DOS collection at the Broad Institute incorporates complex scaffolds, rich in sp 3 content and chiral centers [10] . The collection was also designed such that all possible stereoisomers for a given compound would be present. Thus, the HTS data from our DOS collection enable two levels of analysis. In the first level, traditional SAR can be studied based on the building-block diversity. In the second level, stereo-structure/activity relationships (SSAR) [33] [34] [35] [36] can be derived from the sets of stereoisomers that correspond to the same structural isomer. This second level of systematic and comprehensive stereochemical diversity is rarely available in screening collections and, to our knowledge, cheminformatics tools to study such stereochemical dependencies are rare [37, 38] . Therefore, we decided to build the S/SAR-viewer to extract stereochemical dependencies of biological activities residing in HTS data from our DOS collection.
For a scaffold in the DOS collection, SAR visualization would ideally display the biological activity resulting from a combination of both R-group substitutions and the scaffold's stereoisomers. A visualization tool for the DOS collection also needs to be flexible, allowing display for a range of stereoisomeric matrices (2, 3, 4, or more stereocenters), R-group dimensions (2, 3, or more ''diversity sites''), and color schemes correlating to the biological activity.
We chose to implement our solution to the SAR and SSAR (or S/SAR for both) visualization challenge using TIBCO's Spotfire software, with a template file containing custom scripts to automate retrieval and display of data. Spotfire has a number of advantages for visualization, including the ability to display high-dimensional data using hierarchical plot axes, plotting colors, and shapes. In a typical S/SAR plot, the dimensions displayed could be structures of the R 1 group, structures of the R 2 group, stereocenter 1 configuration (S or R), stereocenter 2 configuration, stereocenter 3 configuration, and assay result. It is straightforward to display all of these dimensions simultaneously in Spotfire, and for the user to modify and adjust the display as needed.
The S/SAR visualization process starts by importing the appropriate data, either from the database (guided by menus within Spotfire), or from a manually uploaded file containing compound identifiers and columns of data. Regardless of the source, the system looks up the structure, R-group decomposition, and stereocenter configuration information for each compound in the data set. After this information is loaded and displayed in the S/SAR viewer, the user can select from a drop-down menu containing a list of scaffolds used in the R-group decomposition to visualize different sets of compounds. The basic steps in this process (loading of data, R-group decomposition, display of data, and analysis of the displayed data) are described in more detail in the following sections.
Loading data
One of the S/SAR tool's primary applications is analyzing the results of primary screens of DOS compounds. Therefore, we built functionality to load this specific type of data directly from the database for S/SAR visualization. Within the S/SAR Spotfire template, ''information links'' have been created for automating the retrieval of data, allowing the user to choose a Genedata Screener assay analyzer QC session to load.
The QC session is not adequately formatted for visualization in the S/SAR viewer as multiple data points can be collected for each compound (typically compounds are tested in duplicate or triplicate). The multiple data points for each compound are stored as separate rows, requiring a ''pivot'' step during information retrieval so data corresponding to one compound is condensed into a single row. The S/SAR Spotfire template was configured to provide a default aggregation of these data columns by averaging the results, but the user can also create their own custom aggregation method using Spotfire's custom column tools (Table 1) .
In addition to database retrieval, the user has the ability to load data from a file, providing greater flexibility in the choice of data to be displayed. For example, users can display data corresponding to secondary screening results, purity of the compounds, or a screening plate's composition.
R-group decomposition
Whether the data to be displayed are retrieved from the database or loaded from a file, the next step is to identify the structural information associated with each of the compounds in the data set-the full structure, the scaffold that matches the structure, the R-groups, and the configuration at each stereocenter of interest (Table 2 ). This information is stored in the database as a function of compound identifiers assigned to each of the compounds in the DOS collection. An information link in Spotfire is used to retrieve this information for the compounds in the previously loaded data. However, before R-group decomposition lookup can occur, the R-group decomposition must be calculated and stored.
Calculation of the R-group decomposition for the compounds in the DOS collection is carried out using a custombuilt application (written using the Grails framework) running on a server, using ChemAxon's JChemBase suite of Java libraries, and engineered to work in parallel architectures (to take advantage of the common multi-core CPUs and distributed systems). A table in the database stores the extended ChemAxon SMILES defining the structure, R-group, and stereocenter label information of the various DOS scaffolds (Fig. 6) . The calculation starts by loading these SMILES and comparing the structures against each compound in the DOS collection using the ChemAxon R-group decomposition method. When a match is found, the identity of the core and the corresponding R-groups are associated with the structure. In addition, stereocenter configurations for each stereocenter of interest in the compound are calculated and stored. Finally, the results are uploaded to the database. Throughout this process, numerous validations are performed and warnings can be issued. For example, if a structure is found to match more than one core, a warning is issued so that structural ambiguity can be addressed.
When new compounds are added to the DOS collection, or if an existing structure needs modification (''curation''), then the calculation can be repeated (job scheduling/triggering is managed using Apache Camel). A prototype version of the R-group decomposition calculation can be run in *10 min for *96,000 compounds containing *30 different scaffolds using a laptop with a 2.2 GHz Intel CORE i7 vPro CPU containing 8 cores (8 calculations running in parallel on the same chip). This time measurement illustrates two points. First, it is more efficient to provide this R-group decomposition information via 
Columns database lookup (3 min for database lookup for a comparable number of compounds). Second, it is not computationally prohibitive to repeat the entire calculation for even minor changes to the collection or set of core structures.
Data display
After the user has loaded data and R-group decomposition information into the S/SAR Spotfire template, the next step is to create the view where the data will be displayed. The basis for the S/SAR display within Spotfire relies on the ability to setup a hierarchical arrangement on each axis. For SAR visualization, the highest level of the hierarchy is the R-group (R 1 , R 2 , etc.). The next level is the stereocenter configurations to capture SSAR. For example (Fig. 7) , the following hierarchy is used on the horizontal axis: R 1 , C 1 Configuration, C 2 Configuration. This hierarchy is represented graphically on the axes of the viewer. For each R-group (represented as SMILES), the possible values of the C 1 stereocenter configuration are present at the next level of the hierarchy. For each of the C 1 stereocenter configuration values, the third level of the hierarchy contains each possible value of the C 2 stereocenter configuration. The empty values are deliberately added during data retrieval, and they provide the vertical and horizontal white space that provides a visual separation between the stereoisomer rectangles of 8 data points. This hierarchy describes how the heat map (Fig. 7 ) should be interpreted. Each block of 8 rectangles corresponds to the intersection between R 1 and R 2 on the heat map. The 8 rectangles correspond to data values obtained for each of the 8 stereoisomers that are possible based on the 3 stereocenters in this core (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ). The 2 rows within each block correspond to the R and S configurations of the C 3 stereocenter in the core, respectively. The leftmost column in the block of 8 corresponds to the R and R configurations for stereocenters C 1 and C 2 , respectively. The next column corresponds to the R and S configurations for these stereocenters, respectively, and so on for the remaining columns. It is important to note that this hierarchical arrangement scales to any number of stereocenters. For example, for a core with a 4th stereocenter, the configuration values for this could be added as a third level of the hierarchy on the vertical axis.
A critical part of the S/SAR heat map is the display of the structure of the R-groups on the axes of the plot. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do this directly for any of the views provided in Spotfire. We have achieved a similar effect by adding additional padding to our data, which consists of entries without compound identifiers or data, but instead containing SMILES for the appropriate R-groups. We then use the labeling mechanism in Spotfire to label just these data points. An option within the labeling further lets us choose to render the value as a chemical structure using external software (an example is shown in Fig. 8 ). This workaround has limitations concerning Spotfire's zoom and pan functionality, since the structures are part of the graph, not part of the axes. However, we are currently working on an enhanced script using the Spotfire filters that would automatically render the structures in the graph once the zoom or pan has been executed.
The configuration of the S/SAR view has been automated and the user can choose (from a drop-down menu) the scaffold for which they would like to display the data. Once the scaffold is selected, the system then sets the Spotfire filters so that only data for compounds that match the chosen scaffold are presented. The script also reconfigures the axes of the heat map so that the correct set of R-groups and stereocenter configurations are on the axes of the heat map. Fig. 7 An example heat map, axes labeled with R-group structures and stereocenter configuration Analysis of S/SAR heat map To illustrate how the S/SAR analysis can be useful in prioritization of hit series, we provide representative S/SAR displays for a set of DOS compounds with a common scaffold (Fig. 8) . The scaffold has three stereocenters that lead to a total of 8 possible stereoisomers. The activities are presented as a binary set of (hypothetical) data with the darker color indicating an active compound and the lighter color indicating no activity. Compounds with the highest activities have an R 1 substituent with the structure of a para-methoxyphenyl sulfonamide and an R 2 group of a phenylacetamide or a 2-indoleacetamide structure (Fig. 8a) . The SAR is seen clearly, but we also can view a clear SSAR trend. By viewing the color-coded blocks, we see the pattern of activity among the stereoisomers is exactly the same for both sets of compounds. Having tractable SAR and SSAR can validate a hit series allowing for prioritization, if necessary.
The chart pictured in Fig. 8b also indicates a set of hits that have the same SAR for the R 1 and R 2 groups as is present in the chart in Fig. 8a . However, there are multiple stereochemical configurations that have strong activity and no definable pattern emerges, suggesting that stereochemistry does not play a key role in this activity. A hit set with this type of activity may be de-prioritized when comparing results among multiple sets of compounds with varying degrees of stereoselectivity due to anticipated off-target activity in down-stream assays.
A recent report on an HTS measuring the suppression of cytokine induced b-cell apoptosis presents an example of the powerful data-analysis capability of the S/SAR viewer [40] . A DOS library was screened in a cell-based assay and a number of hits were obtained, including many with a common scaffold (Fig. 9) . The compounds contain an eight-membered ring scaffold with three stereocenters, two of which are contained in the ring system. The red blocks indicate compounds with the highest activity measured as percent inhibition of apoptosis. A cluster of hits that all contain urea substituents at R 2 and sulfonamide groups at R 1 stands out clearly. The pattern of stereochemical configurations is the same for all of these hits; the most active stereoisomer is the SRR at C 2 :C 5 :C 6 . To a lesser extent the RRR isomer retains some activity, indicating that the exocyclic stereocenter is less critical for activity than the C 5 and C 6 centers. A detailed view is presented showing a number of the hits. At this level, structures become visible, better illustrating the S/SAR for this hit series. The authors used these data to prioritize the hit series and eventually prepared additional active analogs for further probing of this biological system.
Summary
Traditionally, non-profit research institutes do not have access to the extent of resources that belong to large pharmaceutical companies. Therefore, it is of intense interest for an academic screening center to have tools that enable the most informed decision making as early as possible in a project, in order to select candidates most likely to be successful. Cheminformatics plays an important role in the processing and analysis of large amounts of data obtained from HTS campaigns. The hit-calling and cherry-picking workflows that have been developed and implemented for the Chemical Biology Platform at the Broad Institute enable analysis of data from large libraries ([350,000 compounds) screened during HTS campaigns. All decisions are tracked for future reference and the activity thresholds are updated as new data become available. This decision tracking not only improves the ability to easily return to the original steps to change thresholds and filters after viewing results from downstream analyses, but the visibility of these decisions to multiple researchers provides for efficient data sharing and collaboration and promotes use of ''best practices''. Capture of the decisionmaking process also provides context for cross-assay analysis of compound activity, such as whether a given compound was considered active in a number of assays [2, 41] . The cherry-pick tool analyzes the hit set for drug-like properties and structural information, and undesirable compounds can be easily removed. The ability to mine the collection for structurally similar compounds and easily Fig. 9 a View of data from the b-cell apoptosis HTS. b A magnified view of the hits including R-group structure. c Key to core structure and stereochemical assignments add them to the prioritized list enables built-in SAR to be determined from the confirmatory and follow-up assays. The DOS compound collection, with its degree of stereochemical complexity, presents additional challenges for the analysis of HTS data. The S/SAR viewer, built using TIBCO Spotfire tools, provides critical information on selectivity among multiple hits from an HTS of this collection. Patterns among data from thousands of compounds and their stereoisomers can be viewed clearly from a single heat map and the presence or absence of stereochemical dependencies can be used as another tool to help prioritize hits for follow up assays and medicinal chemistry. Together, the tools described here help each research project team make informed decisions to create an optimized HTS hit list that will streamline future assays and medicinal chemistry efforts. To create each tool, we first had to understand and define the process at each step. This was achieved by effective communication between our informatics professionals (application engineers and software developers), our research scientists (chemists and biologists), and our computational scientists. Our experiences in defining the process and workflow for each tool may be applicable to other academic centers, and we are willing to discuss our experiences in more detail than provided by the scope of this article. Ultimately the investment in resources to create these tools will pay dividends in the form of more successful probe and lead development projects.
